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Training center «Networking Technologies» at TechExpert 

 

How to find us: 
You can reach our Training center by taking any trolleybus or minibus from the subway “Shulyavskaya”/ 

”Dorogozhychi” and get off at Degtyarevskaya Str. 

The #14, #15 trams, bus #9 or minibus #14, 417 run from the subway “Beresteyskaya” or “Lukyanovskaya” (depends 

on where you’re going from). The stop is on Oleny Teligi Str. 

From the Central Railway Station take the tram #15 and get off at Oleny Teligi Str. If you’re going from the South 

Railway Station then take a minibus #223, get off at Degtyarevskaya Str. 

Our center is located in the seven-story building on the 4th floor. 

During breaks: 
Training center provides attendees with refreshments during breaks and a lunch. Refreshments consist of a selection 

of hot drinks and cookies, lunches for the students in a café that is situated on the ground floor in the same building. 

There is an opportunity to relax and play tennis or Microsoft Xbox 360 Kinect (with sensor) during breaks or after classes. 

Internet access: 
Every computer has an internet connection on it for comfortable and productive studying during training course. 

Training center offers free, unlimited Wi-Fi for students. 

Accomodations: 
From the list below you can choose the nearest to our Training Center local hotel, that will meet your needs and 

requirements: 

ART-Hotel 
1, Hohlovyh Street, 
(044) 489-39-97, 489-39-90 
http://www.art-hotel.com.ua/gl.htm  

IQ Hotel 
6, V. Hetmana Street,  
(067) 445-48-86, (099) 248-33-21, (044) 238-84-05 
http://iqhotel.ua/  

Mini apart-hotel at Lukyanovka 
3, Belorusskaya Street, (044) 483-94-98 
http://superhotel.kiev.ua/  

Hotel "Cosmopolite" 
6, V. Hetmana Street, (044) 20-535-20 
http://cosmopolite-kiev.com/ 

If you have questions or need any help with a hotel reservation, feel free to contact us. 

Ukraine, Kyiv, 04112 

Degtyarevskaya, 48, 4th floor, office 411 

tel/fax: (044) 390-73-35, 596-00-78 

e-mail: edu@techexpert.ua  

web: http://www.nt.ua 
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